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ﺑﺳم ﷲ اﻟرﺣﻣن اﻟرﺣﯾم

It was narrated from Abu Hurairah ( ) رﺿﻲ ﷲ ﻋﻧﮫ
that the Messenger of Allah (  ) ﺻﻠﻰ ﷲ ﻋﻠﯾﮫ وﺳﻠمsaid:
"There will come upon the people years of
treachery wherein liars will be believed and the
thruthful will be considered liars, the treacherous
will be trusted and the trustworthy will be
considered treacherous, and the Ruwaibidhah will
speak". It was said: "Who are the Ruwaibidhah?"
He said: "Vile and ignorant men who will speak in
the affairs of the general public".
[Ibn Maajah (4036) & declared Sahih by Al-Albani].
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Recently the evil Sa'afiqah spread the
following regarding the court case of
the noble Shaykh, the Allamah, a
thorn in the throats of the despicable
Sa'afiqah, Muhammad bin Hadi AlMadkhali:
The following important points need
to be considered:
1. It is a poor translation by a person
who is both Majhool (unknown) and a
Jahil (ignoramus). We wonder what
ever happened to the conditions for a
translator!
2. The ruling issued by the Court of
Appeals is not something new as is
being deceptively portrayed by the
Sa'afiqah. The Sa'afiqah dated this
message 9th of Shawwal (12th of
June) in an attempt to deceive the
public into believing that this ruling
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was issued on that particular date. Deception and
lying are the distinguishing marks of the Sa'afiqah!
3. The Sa'afiqah - as is their habit - have lied once
again when they said that this ruling is one which is
final and decisive. This is certainly not the final and
decisive ruling. Rather, Shaykh Muhammad bin Hadi
has the right to appeal this court judgement in the
Court of Appeals as well as the Supreme Court. This
yet again proves how ignorant the Sa'afiqah really are
and it also shows that the Sa'afiqah have clearly not
understood the Saudi judicial system. There are in
fact three types of courts in Saudi Arabia. At the
bottom of the judicial hierarchy you have the courts
of first instance. Then you have the courts of appeal,
and at the top comes the supreme court. And this is
why Shaykh Muhammad bin Hadi, rightfully so,
named this despicable sect "The Sa'afiqah" - a bunch
of ignorant youngsters.
4. The following is what has thus far occurred in
regards to Shaykh Muhammad's court case:
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The initial judgement passed by the court of first
instance was against Shaykh Muhammad bin Hadi.
Then the Shaykh appealed this court judgement in the
Court of Appeals. Two of the judges upheld the initial
court decision while the third judge overruled it and
ruled in favour of Shaykh Muhammad.
Now the Shaykh is appealing the initial court ruling
again in the Court of Appeals.
The Shaykh still has a third and final option of
referring his case to the Supreme Court.
Now compare this to what the evil, lying and
deceptive Sa'afiqah have been recently spreading!
5. These liars also mentioned that Shaykh
Muhammad bin Hadi has been or will soon be
dismissed from the Islamic University of Madinah and
will no longer be allowed to teach there. This lie is so
blatant that it does not need a refutation. What a
mighty fabrication! Look at how lying and deception
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runs through the blood of the Sa'afiqah! And this is
why Shaykh Abdullah Al-Ahmed said, "Sa'afiqah's
media has surpassed Al Jazeera news channel in
lying".
6. Look to what extent the despicable Sa'afiqah have
gone and to how low they have fallen in an attempt
to bring down the scholars of Ahlus-Sunnah especially
Al-Allamah Muhammad bin Hadi! Look to what extent
these disgraced Sa'afiqah are defending the evil,
indecent and lewd actions of this open sinner (Abu
Ayoub) whose true condition is known to all including
the evil Sa'afiqah. This is the end result of a people
driven by hatred and revenge. And this is why Shaykh
Khalid Uthman said regarding them, "They are a new
branch of the Haddadiyyah, and lying has become
their distinguishing mark".
7. What is quite astonishing is that the Sa'afiqah have
never made mention of the real criminal who is
currently behind bars in a Saudi prison. This individual
is no other than one of the scholars of the Sa'afiqah "Shaykh" Abdul-Wahid Al-Madkhali. This scholar of
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the Sa'afiqah was taken in by the Saudi authorities a
few months ago and is currently spending time in a
Saudi prison behind bars. All praise is for Allah, and
may Allah reward the Saudi authorities for
implementing such penalties on individuals who are
truly deserving of them. Furthermore, it is actually
this individual who has been dismissed by the Islamic
University of Madinah due to his criminal acts and will
no longer be allowed to teach nor work there.
Abdul-Wahid Al-Madkhali (a prominent scholar of the
Sa'afiqah) was locked up for administering and
holding illegal secretive innovated gatherings without
the knowledge of the Saudi authorities. Such evil
innovated gatherings are from the Manhaj of the
Khawarij and from the Manhaj of Al-Ikhwanul
Muslimoon. In these gatherings matters pertaining to
the national security of Muslim countries such as
Syria, Libya and Yemen were discussed and secretive
verbal verdicts were issued relating to fighting and
bloodshed in these countries. During these secretive
illegal meetings the Sa'afiqah were plotting against
the legitimate Yemeni government in order to aid
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their Khariji Shaykh, Hani Buraik. They were also
plotting to aid the Khariji Libyan militias against the
Salafi Field Marshal Khalifah Haftar who is being
backed by the Salafi scholars including Al-Allamah
Rabee bin Hadi. It is well-known that such matters are
the sole responsibility of the Muslim rulers and it is
not permissible for anyone to hold such gatherings
without the knowledge and permission of the rulers.
The Saudi Interior Ministry has very explicitly stated
that such activity is illegal and strictly prohibited in
Saudi Arabia.
What is even stranger is that the Sa'afiqah of the East
and the West have thus far not freed themselves from
their Shaykh, Abdul-Wahid Al-Madkhali nor have they
warned against him nor his false Manhaj, and it a
well-known Salafi principle that a man is upon the
religion of his companions. However, at the same
time they keep spreading and rejoicing at the fake
news regarding the court case of Shaykh Muhammad
which is still ongoing!!
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Initially Hani bin Buraik Al-Khariji embraced the
Manhaj of the Khawarij when he revolted against the
ruler of Yemen and called for demonstrations. And
now we have Abdul-Wahid Al-Madkhali following his
footsteps by conducting these secretive innovated
Khariji meetings that have landed him in a Saudi
prison. The scholars have mentioned that just like
there are similarities between the Khawarij and the
Raafidah, then likewise there are striking similarities
between the Khawarij and the Haddadis. And this is
why the Sa'afiqah are a new branch of Haddadiyyah!
On a side note, we are still waiting for the liars at SP
to provide evidence to prove their claim that Dr.
Abdullah Al-Bukhari warns against Hani Buraik!!
8. If one was to scrutinise the speech and the
messages that are being spread regarding the court
case of Shaykh Muhammad bin Hadi, he would realise
that it is all the doings of the despicable Sa'afiqah and
the riff-raff (Sa'afiqah's clique of followers). As for the
scholars and the true students of knowledge in Saudi
Arabia, Algeria, Egypt, Kuwait and Yemen, then they
continue to support Shaykh Muhammad bin Hadi and
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they continue to honour and respect him. This is the
difference between a people who are ignorant and
driven by hatred and revenge compared to a people
who are learned, just and merciful. All these great
scholars and all these students of knowledge are fully
aware of the reality of the Sa'afiqah and they are fully
aware of the reality of the open Faasiq, Abu Ayoub AlMagribi. They also know to what extent the Sa'afiqah
have been lying and deceiving during the proceedings
of this court case, and the kinds of games they have
been playing.
"And the plotting of such will perish" (35: 10).
"But the evil plot encompasses only him
who makes it" (35: 43).
Furthermore, those who are engrossed in
broadcasting the court case are ignorant members of
the Sa'afiqah network. These ignoramuses are delving
into matters relating to Qadhf and matters relating to
the Saudi judicial system while they are ignorant
regarding basic fiqh rulings pertaining to acts of
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worship such as Taharah, Salah, Zakat etc. These
ignoramuses who have never studied the chapter of
Qadhf found in the books of fiqh are therefore
completely unaware of the fiqh rulings pertaining to
Qadhf. They have no knowledge concerning the
conditions of Qadhf nor are they aware of any of the
details concerning Qadhf. Allah the Most High says,
"And follow not that of which you have no
knowledge. Verily! The hearing, and the sight, and
the heart, of each of those you will be questioned (by
Allah)" (17: 36). On the other hand, the scholars, the
people of knowledge, the people of wisdom and
insight, remain silent and patiently await the final
outcome of Shaykh Muhammad's court case, and
they continue to support and honour the Shaykh. And
this is why Our Lord, the Exalted says, "Are those who
know equal to those who know not? It is only men of
understanding who will remember (i.e. get a lesson
from Allah's Signs and Verses)" (39: 9) and He says,
"Is the blind equal to the one who sees? Or darkness
equal to light?" (13: 16).
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